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Mr. Garcia teaches second grade in a rural school district in
southeastern United States. Last March, he opened his reading
test spreadsheet file on his computer. The spreadsheet listed each
of the 28 children in his class along with columns showing each
student’s scores for the 13 reading tests administered during the
school year. There were test scores for Mr. Garcia’s personally
constructed assessments for students’ sight word and phonics development and for overall reading level. Then there were staterequired assessments to gauge students’ word reading fluency
and comprehension—repeated three times a year. And, finally,
there was a column for the state-required end-of-grade standardized test to be given in May. On that March day, Mr. Garcia sat
back, scanned the spreadsheet, took a deep breath, and said to
himself, “Is all this necessary? What am I learning from all these
scores? What’s happening to my students as a result of all this
assessment?”

M

r. Garcia is not data driven, he’s data overwhelmed.
He values some of the reading assessments because they help him to make instructional decisions. He likes his teacher-created checklists for
students’ sight word and phonics development. They are useful,
especially at the beginning of the year, as they give him clues for
instruction.
Other scores are less useful to him. The district-required
progress monitoring test scores are meant to help Mr. Garcia to
know his students’ progress toward the end-of-year goals. But
they don’t help him much because they tend to confirm what
he already knows from his day-to-day instruction about each
child’s reading progress. In aggregate, those reading scores
might help the principal or the school district officials to get a
sense of how things are going for the entire population of students, but their value in daily instruction may be limited.
What matters most for elementary-grade teachers when
thinking about all those reading scores, and what could policymakers do to help teachers? Three positions are worth pursuing in this regard:
1. Every reading assessment should have a clear purpose.

Testing should be done only
when necessary.

2. Formal reading test score use must be supported by validity and reliability evidence.
3. Testing should be done only when necessary.
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Clear Purpose
Reading scores exist for
a continuum of purposes,
from informal assessment
to formal standardized
tests.

Reading scores exist for a continuum of purposes, from informal assessment to formal standardized tests. Informal
teacher-made checklists used on a day-to-day basis can indicate
the degree to which some very specific reading knowledge has
been mastered, such as knowledge of particular phonics patterns or sight words. Or a running record or informal reading
inventory may provide an indicator of a student’s overall reading level. In those cases, the purpose of the score is to directly
inform instructional planning and implementation.
Reading scores obtained from benchmark assessments may
be useful to teachers, administrators, and policymakers alike,
or useful to just one of those groups. Benchmark assessments
are administered multiple times in a school year, marking a
student’s progress for a particular reading ability. For instance,
they may be obtained for a student’s oral reading fluency. Some
benchmark scores provide information that is useful to teachers. For example, knowing the current status of students’ phonics knowledge compared with a benchmark goal may lead a
teacher to intensify phonics instruction. Those benchmark
scores—when aggregated for the whole school—can also provide administrators with data for determining the best allocation of instructional resources, such as which intervention
supports to make available to second-grade students.
Reading scores from formal standardized tests and end-ofgrade assessments tend to be most advantageous to administrators and policymakers for accountability purposes. Families
may also appreciate those scores as they allow them to monitor
their children’s progress compared with other children in the
district or state.

Validity and Reliability
Validity is not a property of a reading test. Rather, it references
the degree to which evidence supports the use of test data to
make particular decisions or take specific actions. For instance,
when teachers use reading scores from standardized tests for a
given purpose, they should look for evidence that supports using those scores for that particular purpose. If, for instance, a
reading comprehension test is overly affected by other factors,
such as students’ topic knowledge, then the test results should
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not be used to make decisions about reading comprehension
instruction.
Various sources of validity evidence exist. One source is convergent validity. Different tests of the same skills should obtain
similar results. One way of determining validity is to correlate
the results of one reading test with the results of another. As an
example, one might expect students’ scores from one reading
vocabulary assessment, such as a newly published test, to be
highly correlated with scores on another reading vocabulary
assessment. A strong positive correlation provides convergent
validity evidence to support the use of the new reading vocabulary test for the kinds of decisions that were previously made
with the older assessment.
Reliability is the degree to which items on a test consistently
measure the same thing (internal reliability) as well as how stable test scores are across multiple administrations (test–retest
reliability). We would want all of the items on a reading test
to assess students’ reading consistently. Likewise, if a student
were to take a reading test again on a different day, we would
expect the results to be similar.
Reliability estimates are usually reported as coefficients that
range from 0.00 to 1.00. There is no definite cut-point for considering whether a reliability estimate is “good.” Evaluation of
what is sufficient depends on the type of reliability reported
and how the test scores are used. But general guidelines suggest
that an internal reliability coefficient (e.g., Coefficient Alpha or
KR20) of .90 and above provides excellent indication of reliability, below .70 is inadequate and the resulting scores may have
limited applicability, and scores between .70 and .90 are sufficient for most purposes.

When Validity Evidence and Reliability Estimates
Matter Most
Particularly strong validity
evidence and reliability
estimates are essential if
reading scores are used for
a consequential purpose.

Particularly strong validity evidence and reliability estimates
are essential if reading scores are used for a consequential purpose, such as determining whether an individual student will
be promoted to fourth grade. In other situations, less validity
evidence and lower reliability are acceptable. Generally, informal, day-to-day scores from teacher-made assessments require
little formal technical support. The main interest in such a case
is face validity—do the test items appear to measure the construct they are supposed to measure? And matching a student’s
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reading level to a book level for next week’s independent reading is a low-stakes decision that can easily be adjusted if the
book proves to be too hard or too easy.

Assessment Procedures Matter
Importantly, to ensure valid interpretations of reading scores
and reliable scores, test makers’ assessment procedures must
be followed precisely. Unfortunately, shortcuts are taken sometimes, which may render the resulting reading scores unreliable and the interpretations of the scores invalid. For example,
one popular benchmark test requires students to read two text
passages aloud for one minute each. If, in the interest of saving time, teachers use only a single passage, the score validity
and reliability is seriously impacted, and the resulting scores
become less trustworthy.
Reading scores tend to be more reliable and score interpretations more valid when the test materials are closest to the student’s performance levels versus when materials are too hard
or too easy for the student. As an example, third-grade readers
who are two years behind in reading may be evaluated more
profitably with first-grade texts rather than third-grade texts.

Test Only When Necessary
There has been a growing
concern about the amount
of testing that students are
now being subjected to in
our schools.

In the past few years, there has been a growing concern about
the amount of testing that students are now being subjected to
in our schools. Indeed, in one study of 66 city school districts,
the average number of mandated tests (mainly reading and
mathematics tests) from prekindergarten through fifth grade
was 48.5! Anecdotal reports in the public press suggest that
some students feel so much test anxiety that they don’t want to
go to school, and that, because tests tend to drive instruction,
instructional time is spent on preparing for and taking tests
rather than for learning to read. As a result of the tumult, the
United States Department of Education has spelled out ways
that states might reduce redundant and low-quality tests, and
some state school chiefs have been reviewing the panoply of required tests from kindergarten through 12th grade in an effort
to reduce testing.
What can be done regarding over-testing of reading? One
solution is to eliminate short-term retesting. Sometimes educators and policymakers require repeated reading testing primarily for the appearance of rigor and vigilance. But repeated
5

Repeated testing in a
relatively short time span
yields little or no new
information.

testing in a relatively short time span yields little or no new information and, as students become fatigued at the repetition,
may even be untrustworthy. During repeated short-term testing, a student’s reading scores will tend to fluctuate. One reason for score fluctuation is that all reading scores have some
degree of unreliability, and thus changes in scores, especially
when repeated in a short time span, do not necessarily signal
any actual change in a student’s reading ability.
Educators and policymakers could consider two factors to determine a repeated test schedule that would yield substantive
and usable information about students’ reading abilities. They
could consider the size of the standard error of measurement
for the reading assessment in conjunction with how quickly
students typically progress in the reading skill or ability under
examination. Standard error of measurement is an indicator of
how much a student’s repeated scores will vary around the student’s “true” reading score.
Here is an example of how the two factors can be used to determine reasonable spacing between repeated tests. Let’s say
district officials want to closely monitor their second-grade students’ oral reading fluency measured as words read correctly
per minute. First, imagine that the oral reading test’s standard
error of measurement is 10 words correct per minute, that is,
with repeated testing, students’ scores on this test are likely to
fluctuate by about 10 words per minute. That would mean if a
student were tested and received a score of 60 words per minute, upon retesting it would be common to see this score vary
between 50 and 70 words per minute.
Second, let’s say that district officials know from national
fluency norms or from previous district data that second-grade
students tend to improve oral reading fluency by about one
word per week on average. Taken together, the standard error of the test and the typical rate of learning would suggest
readministering this test about every 2.5 months, rather than
weekly as some testing mandates require.
Likewise, teachers sometimes administer unnecessary tests.
For instance, if they have been teaching reading from a core
textbook program, the publisher may provide weekly or unit
tests to assess students’ reading abilities for the content covered. Many teachers already have a very clear understanding
of their students’ performance level from daily observation. In
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those cases, time spent on instruction would be more beneficial
than time spent on testing.

What Can Policymakers Do?

State and district
policymakers should
periodically review
mandated reading tests
to continually improve
the pool of useful reading
scores.

Policymakers should be cautious when mandating literacy assessments. First, they should make sure that the testing required to accomplish particular accountability or reporting
mandates is truly necessary. When requiring particular regimens of ongoing monitoring assessments, they should consider
teachers’ opinions and experiences. Requiring the analysis of
teacher insights into the usefulness of particular assessment
approaches (through interviews, polling, focus groups) should
be a first step toward shaping reading assessments and their
timing.
Second, for every mandated reading test, policymakers
should ensure that teachers know why a test is being given—and
how it will be used. Teachers should be told whether a reading
assessment score is intended to support instructional decisions
or whether it will be used for accountability or public reporting, and teachers should be informed about the frequency with
which such a test can be administered and readministered
usefully.
Third, policymakers should require that all compulsory reading tests provide validity evidence and reliability estimates. As
well, policy should encourage out-of-grade-level assessment
when appropriate (such as when a test score is to be used for
instructional purposes).
Fourth, state and district policymakers should periodically
review mandated reading tests to continually improve the pool
of useful reading scores available to teachers and to minimize
accountability assessment. Elementary reading instruction
plays a critical role in the development of students’ reading abilities, and strong reading ability is at the center of disciplinary
learning. Some amount of reading assessment is vital to support quality reading instruction, to keep families informed
about how their children are doing, and to allow for reasonable monitoring of instructional success. However, efforts are
needed to minimize testing duplication and to instead focus on
assessment only for clear purpose.
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